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Introduction
The purpose of this note is to prove, by a method of Anderson ([!]), an
isoperimetric inequality of Gallot's type (see [5]) for compact Riemannian orbi-
folds. An orbifold is locally a quotient U=UIG of uniformizing open set
U(SiRm) by a finite subgroup G of the group of the orientation presreving dif-
feomorphisms of C7, where each element of G is assumed to act on U with fixed
point set of codimension ^2 (see [11] for more details). As a result, we can
generalize Gallot's theorem on a Sobolev constant ([6]) to orbifolds. This
together with [2] implies the uniquencess of Einstein-Kahler metrics for Fano
orbifolds, which can also be obtained directly from [2] by Li-Yau's results
([8], [9]) (see Remark 2.1).
In this note, we fix once for all a compact connected w-dimensional Rieman-
nian orbifold (M,g). A subset ίfcΛf is called a smooth hyper surf ace M, if
π~\U ΓiH) ia a smooth hypersurface in U for any local uniformizing system
{UyG9π: U-*U}. By Dg, Vg and Ric^, we denote the diameter, total volume
and Ricci tensor of the orbifold (M,g)y respectively. Moreover, by μ^ we
mean the /-dimensional measure on M associated to g. We now set %>g:=
inf {μ(gm-1\dΩ,)lμ(gm\Ω,γm-1Vm , Ω6Ξ J} where J denotes the set of all domains Ω
in M such that 2μ(g
m\Ω)^Vg and that its boundary 9Ω is a smooth hypersurface
in M. Then our main result states the following:
Theorem A. If Ricg^—(m—l)82g, for some constant £^0, then there
exists a constant K^Q, depending only on m and Ag:=εDg, such that
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1. The proof of Theorem A
Let p be an arbitary point in M. Take a local uniformizing system
{U, G, π: U-+U} over a neighborhood U of p. By aubse of terminology, let
(TpM,gp) denote the inner product tangent space (T$U, (π*g)p) at some point
p in π~\p). For each v^TpM, consider the geodesic %,: [0, oo)-»(M,£) such
that 7
v
(Q)=p and 7
v
(Q)=v. Note that %, is a V-manifold map in the sense of
[11]. We now put
UPM :={vς=ΞTpM gp(v, v)=l}^S>»-1,
where @(M) is the set of all singular points in M. The mapping exp^: TpM\
Σp-^M \@(M), which sends v e TpM\Σp to %,(!), is a C°° map between ordina-
ry manifolds. Let dσp denote the standard volume form on UpMs^S
m
~~
l
. We
now define the function θp: TpM\Σp-*[Q, °o) by (exp£ dμ(gm})(v)^θp(v)dr/\dσp,
where r(v) : =gp(v, v)l/2 with v e T^kf . Let Z7JM ( Φ 0) be the set of all v <Ξ UpM
such that ta$2^ for some Z>0. Then for v&UpM, we can define c(z>) as the
supremum of all £>0 such that %,| [0>ί] is a minimizing geodesic. Define the as-
sociated cut locus Cut(p) by Cut(p):=\J
υξΞU°pMexpp(c(v)v). For each δ^O, let
bB(r) and £8(r) be the total volume of a geodesic r-ball and r-sphere, respective-
ly, in a simply connected m-dimensional space form of constant curvature — δ2.
Throughout this note, we assume Ric^— (m— l)62g for some constant £2^0.
Then Bishop's inequality for ordinary manifolds is valid also for orbifolds, i.e.,
θp(tv)(S~
whenever v^U°pM and
By Bishop's inequality, Gromov's result ([7; (B)]) for ordinary manifolds
is valid also for orbifolds. Therefore, we obtain
Lemma 1.1. Let W be a Borel set in M and H a smooth hypersurface in
M. Let q be a point in M such that, for all p^W, any minimizing geodesic γ
between p and q always meets H. Moreover, let h be the point in H Π 7 nearest
to p. Now, for v e t/?Λf, we put
</ι(7):=dist,(?,A),
d2(v) := min (sup{/^0; 7#)t=W}> c(v)) ,
where U*M( Φ 0) is the set of all v e U° M such that 7
v
(t) ^  W and that %, |
 [0tί] is
a mίnizing geodesic for some t>Q. Then
By this lemma and Bishop's inequality, Anderson's result ([1; Lemmas
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4.2, 4.3]) for ordinary manifolds is true also for orbifolds as follows. (To
obtain a correct statement, the condition (1.2.1) below seems to be necessary,
though Anderson does not state it explicitly.)
Lemma 1.2. Let H be a smooth hyper surf ace in M which disconnects M\H
into two open sets Ω0 and Ωlβ Let Bp(p) be a geodesic p-ball in M, centered
at p^M, such that
(1.2.1) μf-l\9Bt(P) Π Cuttrt) = 0 .
For q in dBp(p)\Ω,lί let η(q) denote the distance from p to H along a minimizing
geodesic γ between p and q, where η(q)=Q if 7 and H do not intersect. Then by
setting Π(H,p):==mm{μ(gm\Ω0Γ(Bp(p)), μ(gm\ΩιΓ(Bp(p))}, we have the following
three inequalities :
(1.2.2)
(1.2.3)
(1.2.4)
Proof. Following Anderson's arguments in [1; Lemmas 4.2, 4.3], we ex-
plain the outline of the proof. By Gromov's result ([7; (C)]), we may assume
that
ΩQΓ(Bp(p)ΞϊqQ and
for some point qQ and some subset W such that, for any point q in W, each mini-
mizing geodesic γ between qQ and q intersects H at a point h satisfying
dist,(?o, h) ^  dist,(?, h) and 2μf\W) ^ μf\Λ, Π B,(p)) .
Then by Lemma 1.1, we obtain
Π(H>p)^2μ^-1\HnB2p(p)) sup ft^v
which immediately implies (1.2.2). Next, we define a map E: U'PM-*M by
E(v):=Qxρp(pv)> where C7^kf:={t;et7jM|pϊ;φΣί}. By the condition (1.2.1),
there exists an open subset U of dBp(p)\®(M) with μ(gm-l\dBp(p))=μ(gm^\U)
such that every q^U and p are joined by a unique minimizing geodesic <γq from
p to q. By setting l/ι: = C/n(9βP(ί)\Ωι), we define a map G: E"\U^H by
). Then Bishop's inequality shows that
^ \ θp(η(q)7mθp(pW)Γldμ(Γ1} ,JqfΞUi
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from which, we obtain (1.2.3). Now, we can similarly obtain (1.2.4).
By using these lemmas, we can now prove our main result as follows.
Proof of Theorem A. Though we basically follow the arguments in [1;
Theorem 4.1] for ordinary manifolds, the difference between his case and our
case will be emphasized down below. Fix a real number &>2. Let ΩeJ? and
put Ω':=M\(ΩU9Ω). For each />eΩ, choose a p>0 such that
(1.4) kμ?\Bp(p) Π Of) £2μf\B,(p) Π 0)£2kμf\B,(p) Π Of) ,
where the existence of such a p is guaranteed by μgm\Cut(p))=Q and 2μ(
Vg. From (1.4), we have 2kμ(gm\Bp(p))^2(k+2)μ(gm\Ω,)^(k+2)Vg. By apply-
ing (1.2.3) and (1.2.4) to 9Ω and Ωc, we have
Then from (1.2.2), we obtain
μ?-l\dB,(p)\Ωί)£a(m9 8, p,
where a(m, S, pj):=2j b
e
(4p)s
e
(p)s
e
(2p)-1b
e
(p)-1+l. By Bishop's inequality, we
have
b,(ar^b
ΐ(r)a»( ΐ ( ***«*# Γ' dt) ( ΐ (^^ Λ-> ^\Jo\ ΰA ' / \ J o \ Λ / /
for all 0^1 and 0^r^Dg. From this inequality, we can show a(m, 6y p,j)^
c0(m,Ag,j) for some constant c0(m,Ag,j)>Q depending only on m,Ag,j (and
independent of S, p). In this note, c^a, •••, β) means a positive constant depend-
ing only on a, •••, β. Therefore, we obatin
(1.5) μf-l\9Bf(p)\n)^c^m9 Ag, Wf-l\danB»(p)) .
In view of (1.4), applying the same arguments as above to 3 BP(/>)\ΩC, we also
obtain
(1.6) μγ-l\QBf(p))\^)^c,(m, Ag, ^
Therefore, by adding (1.5) and (1.6), we have
(1.7)
 μy-
l\dBf(p)) ^Cl(m, Ag, Qμf-
For each ^eΩ, we define ρ(q) to be the smallest positive real number satisfying
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(1.3) and (1.4). Then there exists a finite points pι,pz, •• ,pn in ίl such that
Bίfίp^pi), i=1, 2, - ,N are mutually disjoint and that U f.ιβ6p(ίθ(ί, )^Ω Then
by (1.7),
-^
m
 , *=1, 2, -, N}
^c2(m, Ag, ft)^-
Therefore, we obtain
(1.8) Q^φi, Λ> *) inf U^1
where ^  is the set of all geodesic balls jBp(/>) in M such that 2kμ(gm\Bp(p))^
(k+2}Vg and that ^"1)(9Bp(ί)nCut(^))=0. Take a Bp(p0)(Ξ$ for arbitary
pQ^M. If there exists a point p^M such that dist^(<f0,ιp1)=3p, then by Lem-
ma 1.1 applied to H=dBp(pQ)\{&(M) U Cut(/>0)}, g—^ and W=Bp(p0), we have
Otherwise, by Lemma 1.1 applied to H=dBp(pQ)\{&(M)\J Cut(/>0)}, q=pQ and
W=M\(B,(p
ϋ
) U 8Bp(ίβ)), we obtain
^
In both cases, by *8(p)ίε(p)"1^^8(p)1/%(1)"1/w, it no<w follows that
(1.9) /4*
Finally, Theorem A is straightforward from (1.8), (1.9) and Bishop's inequali-
ty.
2. Applications
In this section, we shall give applications of Theorem A. First, we im-
mediately obtain the following Sobolev inequality of Gallot's type, by the me-
thods in [6].
Theorem B. Let L{(M) be the Sobolev space of all functions/ on a Rieman-
nian orbifold (M,g) satisfying \\f\\L*+\\df\\Lρ<°°, in terms of orbifold Lp-norm.
Assume Ric^— (m— l)£2g for some constant £^0. Then there exists a constant
K2>0, depending only on m and Ag:=GDg, such that
ί Mll^K.V^D^llfll^/^^ , if m^3;
1 \\df\\L^K2V^D?\\f\\L* , if m=2,
for allf£ΞLl(M) with SM
As in [6], approximation of C°° functions by Morse functions gives us an
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effective tool in the proof of the Sobolev inequality for ordinary manifolds.
For orbifolds, this approximation is also possible by the same methods as in
[10; Theorem 2.7J, though we have to use [12; Lemma 4.8] in place of [10;
Lemma A]. Note that Theorem B implies the following theorem by the same
arguments as in [2].
Theorem C. Let Gg(p, q) be the Green function (see [3]) for the Laplacian
Δg on a Rίemannίan orbifold (M,g). If Ricg^—(m—l)62g for some constant
£^0, then we have a constant K3>0y depending only on m and Ag\=SDgί such
that
for all (p,q)&MxM wi
REMARK 2.1. For m^3y Theorem C can be proved without using The-
orem B as follows. We denote by H(py q, t) the heat kernel for (M,g) (see [3]).
A simple calculation shows Hv(pyp,t}:=H(p,p,t)—V?^e-^H(p,p,tl2},
where X
x
 is the first positive eigenvalues for — Δ^ This inequality and Li-
Yau's results ([8; Theorem 7], [9; Corollary 3.1]) are valid also for orbifolds, and
hence
for all p&M and t^c6(m, Ag)D2g. Thus, we can prove Theorem C by same
arguments as in [2].
Now, we assume that X is a compact connected complex orbifold having
positive first Chern class in the sense of orbifolds. Let 6(X] denote the set
of all Einstein-Kahler orbifold metrics g such that R,icg=g.
EXAMPLE 2.2. In [4], Galicki-Nitta constructed examples of compact
self-dual Einstein orbifolds, of real dimension 4, by quaternionic Kahler reduc-
tion. Their twistor spaces are compact Einstein-Kahler orbifolds, of complex
dimension 3, with positive first Chern class. .
Let Aut(Jf) be the group of all automorphisms of X and AutQ(X) its iden-
tity component. Then Aut°(J£) naturally acts on 8(X). In view of Theorem
C, we can also prove the following theorem by the same arguements as in [2].
Theorem D. If 6(X) φ 0, then 6(X) consists of a single Aut\X)-orbit.
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